AMEDDC&S HRCOE PAM 350-10
EFMB Test Score Sheet
WARRIOR SKILLS — REACT TO INDIRECT FIRE
(For use of this form, see AMEDDC&S HRCOE Pam 350-10, the proponent is MCCS-OPE)
CANDIDATE’S RANK AND NAME

CANDIDATE #

TASK: REACT TO INDIRECT FIRE.
CONDITIONS: Given a tactical situation where you are coming under indirect fire and are armed with an M16-series rifle or M4series carbine with a full magazine of blank rounds.
STANDARDS: React to indirect fire using correct techniques that are dictated by the terrain and enemy activity.
NOTE: THIS TASK HAS BEEN MODIFIED FOR EFMB TESTING PURPOSES ONLY.
PERFORMANCE STEPS/MEASURES

GO

NO-GO

1. Shout "incoming" in a loud, easily recognizable voice.
2. Perform immediate action for indirect fire per your FRAGO. If you have no other instructions, take the
following actions:
a. Look to your leader for additional instructions. If you cannot see your leader, but can see other team
members, follow them.
b. If alone, or if you cannot see your leader or the other team members, run out of the impact area away
from the incoming fire.
c. Remain in your defensive position if it has protection from indirect fire, making no unnecessary
movements that could alert the enemy to your location.
3. Select temporary fighting position.
a. Choose a position that takes advantage of available cover and concealment.
NOTE: Cover gives protection from bullets, fragments of exploding rounds, flame, nuclear effects, and biological and chemical
agents. Cover can also conceal you from enemy observation. Cover can be natural or man-made. Concealment is anything that
hides you from enemy observation. Concealment DOES NOT protect you from enemy fire. DO NOT think that you are protected from
the enemy's fire just because you are concealed. Concealment, like cover, can also be natural or man-made.
b. Choose a position that will allow you to observe and fire around the side of an object while concealing
most of your head and body.
c. Choose a position that will allow you to stay low when observing and firing, whenever possible.
d. Choose a position with a background that does not silhouette you against the surrounding
environment.
4. Complete all required performance steps/measures.
5. Met all administrative requirements for this task.
REASON(S) FOR FAILURE

LANE OIC/NCOIC INITIALS

DOES THE CANDIDATE WISH TO REBUT THIS TASK?
(CANDIDATE INITIALS APPROPRIATE BOX)

EVALUATOR’S SIGNATURE
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NO

